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	Faction_Benefit: Sanctuary
	Deep_Need: Redemption. You were looking down the barrel of a life sentence and then a real angel offered to help
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	Domain_Faction: [Beauty]
	Domain_Family: [Freedom]
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	Gaes_Faction_Type 1: [Craving]
	Gaes_Faction_Description 1: The Good Work
	Gaes_Faction_Type 2: [Prohibition]
	Gaes_Faction_Description 2: Leitourgika Pneumata
	Gaes_Family_Type 1: [Craving]
	Gaes_Family_Description 1: House of Jacob
	Gaes_Family_Type 2: [Bane]
	Gaes_Family_Description 2: Psalm 91
	Gaes_Personal_Type: [Obligation]
	Gaes_Personal_Description: Good Samaritan
	Name: Jess Ange
	Title: 2 of Diamonds, Citizen
	Conspiracy: Lucifera
	Faction: The Host
	Family: Ange
	Tulpa: The Guardian Angel of Old Town
	Arts: Thoughts and PrayersYou’ve become sensitive to the feelings and inner desires of those around you. While concentrating you can sense the emotional state of anyone you’re close enough to have a conversation with. In addition, by studying a person for several seconds, making a depletion check, and succeeding at an Awareness challenge against their Will, you can learn their ambitions, desires, and ill intent they are currently experiencing. These desires radiate off them in a chaotic spray of emotions. The more powerful the desire, the stronger the feeling.In addition to its normal use, the Host hears the prayers of humans in a several-block vicinity, a constant hum in major cities. Prayers made specifically to the Host, by name, can be heard by them from any distance.Sheep’s SkinYou blend in and seem to belong wherever you happen to be. No matter how outrageous your appearance or how inappropriate it would be for you to be in a place, those with membership or authority recognize you as one of their own. If asked later, the people who you moved amongst or talked with will have no memory of you standing out or being different. Sheep Skin does nothing to protect you from upsetting or provoking others if you break expected social norms. The illusion of Sheep Skin breaks if you or another intentionally draws attention to your “otherness.”Signature ArmorYour Signature Armor is a manifestation of your tulpa. You and your armor are one. So long as you are alive, your armor cannot be destroyed. It can be damaged and no longer provide protection but cannot take harm that would destroy it. Your Signature Armor is special, either possessing a new positive feature or losing a negative feature. For example, a shield that isn’t vulnerable to gunshots or a jacket that is as resistant as a flak that is “concealed” because it looks like a normal trench coat. Damaged signature equipment mends after you take a heal action from gaining veneration or resting for an extended period of time, but not from heal actions coming from arts or other effects.
	Faction Benefits: Sanctuary. A member of the Host can always ask for aid, asylum, and protection at any temple or locus controlled by another member of the Host. They may also ask for up to their social rank in outsiders to be given asylum or aid per season.
	Geasa: Craving: The Good Work. To inspire or tempt a human into making a meaningful choice, every [11 – balance] days.Prohibition: Leitourgika Pneumata. From directly physically harming a human by their actions.Craving: House of Jacob. The Ange are limited in the way they can satiate their craving. They must inspire or tempt a particular group of humans such as a family bloodline, an organization, or a specific community.Bane: Psalm 91. If the Ange’s charge is harmed, so are they. Damage done, be it the burning down of a church, murder of one of its members, or devastation to its people, is felt as psychic and even physical wounds. If an Ange’s charge is murdered, they receive a roughed up condition. If one of their charge’s holy sites is raised or more charges are killed, enough to equal the Ange’s balance rank, they become wounded. An Ange suffers at most one bane harm condition at a time from this source, unless both a holy site and a charge were both destroyed, then they suffer both. However, if they recover from the bane harm condition, they can suffer a new one.Obligation: Good Samaritan. To help the poor and destitute if they sincerely ask for help.


